


1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid
below.
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ACROSS
3. An ______ is an organized journey that is made for 

a particular purpose such as exploration.
4. If you ______, you bend forward and downwards 

because you are very frightened.
7. ______ is bullets and rockets that are made to be 

fired from guns.

DOWN
1. If you ______ somewhere, you go somewhere that 

might be dangerous.
2. If you say that something is ______, you mean that 

it is necessary or very important.
4. If you ______ something, you admit, often 

unwillingly, that it is true or correct.
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10. If you describe something as ______, you mean 
that it is suitable for a king or queen, because it is 
very impressive or beautiful.

11. If you ______, you think about something carefully, 
especially before making a very important decision.

12. If you ______ a person, vehicle, or animal, you 
follow them, usually in order to catch them.

13. If something ______s your interest or curiosity, it 
makes you interested or curious.

15. To ______ something means to burn it slightly.
16. If you are ______ to something secret, you have 

been allowed to know about it.
17. If you describe someone's attitude as ______, you 

mean that it is completely clear and very firm.
18. A ______ animal, person, or action is very fierce 

and violent.

5. Someone who is ______ is afraid that something 
bad may happen.

6. When soldiers ______ a place, they make a 
sudden armed attack against it, with the aim of 
causing damage rather than occupying any of the 
enemy's land.

8. If you say that you are ______, you are 
emphasizing that you are extremely surprised.

9. If you ______, you cannot decide about something 
or you consider changing your mind about 
something.

13. If you say that someone does ______ a particular 
thing or quality, you mean that they seem to be a 
perfect example of that thing, or to have that 
quality to a very large degree.

14. If someone ______s a meeting or conference, they 
arrange for it to take place. You can also say that 
people ______ or that a meeting ______s.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly
spelled word in the space by the question number.

2.
clear, absolute, definite, certain

a. UNEQUIVOCLE   b. UNEQWIVOCAL   c. UNEQUIVOCAL   d. UNECUIVOCAL

3.
anxious, concerned, worried, afraid

a. ARPREHENSIVE   b. APREHENSIVE   c. APPREHENSIVE   d. APPRHNSIV

4.
hesitate, dither, vacillate, be irresolute

a. WHAVER   b. WAVER   c. WAVVER   d. WAVIR

5.
go, travel, journey, set out

a. VENTUREE   b. VENTUER   c. VNTUR   d. VENTURE

6.
embody, represent, express, mirror

a. PERSONIFEE   b. PIRSONIFY   c. PERSONIFY   d. PERSONIFE

7.

astonished, amazed, stunned, overcome

a. FLABBERGASTD   b. FLABBERGASTED   c. FLABBIRGASTED   
d. FLABBERGASTEDE

8.
follow, track, hunt, chase

a. PURSU   b. PURSUE   c. PORSUE   d. PURSUI

9.
meet, gather, rally, assemble

a. CONVN   b. CONVENEE   c. CONVENE   d. KONVENE

10.
essential, important, necessary

a. VETAL   b. VITUL   c. VITAL   d. VITTAL

11.
cringe, shrink, tremble, crouch

a. COUER   b. COWER   c. KOWER   d. COWIR
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12.
consider, think, ponder, discuss

a. DELIBERATE   b. DELIBIRATE   c. DELIBEREAT   d. DLIBRAT

13.
admit, allow, accept, acknowledge

a. CONCEDEE   b. CONCD   c. CONCEDE   d. CANCEDE

14.
royal, majestic, kingly or queenly, noble

a. REGALL   b. REGGAL   c. REGAL   d. RAGAL

15.
journey, exploration, mission, voyage

a. EXQEDITION   b. EXPEDISSION   c. EXPEDITION   d. XPEDITION

16.
steal from, break into, loot, plunder

a. RAID   b. RAD   c. RAIW   d. RAED

17.
informed of, aware of, in on, wise to

a. PRIVI   b. PRIVEE   c. PRIVY   d. PRIVE

18.
munitions, rounds, shot, shells

a. AMMUNITTION   b. AMUNITION   c. AMMUNITON   d. AMMUNITION

19.
A ______ war, argument, or other form of conflict involves a great deal of anger, 
bitterness, and determination.

a. FEROCIUS   b. FEROCIOWS   c. FEROCIOUS   d. FEROSIOUS

20.
burn, sear, char, roast

a. SCORCHE   b. SCORCH   c. SKORCH   d. SORCH

21.
arouse, excite, stir, spur

a. PIQU   b. PIQUE   c. PIQUI   d. PICUE

Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. She ______d the man who had stolen a woman's bag.
a. deliberate   b. personify   c. pursue   d. unequivocal   e. waver

23. If you describe actions or feelings as ______, you mean that they are intense and 
determined.
a. raid   b. venture   c. ferocious   d. convene   e. cower

24. to crouch or cringe, as in fear
a. ammunition   b. ferocious   c. cower   d. concede   e. scorch

25. Some military commanders ______ed over whether to support the coup.
a. flabbergasted   b. pique   c. expedition   d. apprehensive   e. waver

26. People are afraid to ______ out for fear of sniper attacks.
a. privy   b. venture   c. pursue   d. vital   e. regal

27. If something ______es or is ______ed, it becomes marked or changes color because it 
is affected by too much heat or by a chemical.
a. ammunition   b. scorch   c. cower   d. raid   e. privy
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28. If you do something that is ______, you planned or decided to do it beforehand, and so 
it happens on purpose rather than by chance.
a. ferocious   b. vital   c. deliberate   d. unequivocal   e. waver

29. to excite or arouse
a. flabbergasted   b. convene   c. pique   d. venture   e. regal

30. He stated ______ly that his forces were ready to go to war.
a. concede   b. expedition   c. unequivocal   d. pursue   e. apprehensive

31. He had only seven rounds of ______ for the revolver.
a. convene   b. vital   c. ammunition   d. pique   e. personify

32. If you ______ something to someone, you allow them to have it as a right or privilege.
a. deliberate   b. ammunition   c. venture   d. flabbergasted   e. concede

33. The guerrillas ______ed banks and destroyed a police barracks and an electricity 
substation.
a. apprehensive   b. cower   c. raid   d. waver   e. scorch

34. to gather, call together, or summon, esp. for a formal meeting
a. convene   b. personify   c. pique   d. concede   e. ferocious

35. fearful or anxious
a. apprehensive   b. privy   c. expedition   d. pursue   e. unequivocal

36. After her release, she was able to give ______ information about her kidnapper.
a. concede   b. raid   c. regal   d. pique   e. vital

37. of, relating to, or befitting a king or queen; royal
a. regal   b. deliberate   c. expedition   d. ammunition   e. pursue

38. She seemed to ______ goodness and nobility.
a. personify   b. privy   c. cower   d. raid   e. unequivocal

39. overcome with astonishment; amazed; astounded
a. ferocious   b. regal   c. convene   d. waver   e. flabbergasted

40. This is not an exploration or a scientific ______.
a. flabbergasted   b. personify   c. expedition   d. scorch   e. apprehensive

41. Only three people, including a police officer, will be ______ to the facts.
a. venture   b. raid   c. personify   d. privy   e. vital
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42. Find the hidden words. The words have been placed horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. When you locate a word, draw a circle around it.

pursue convene deliberate privy flabbergasted
vital personify expedition apprehensive regal
venture waver scorch ferocious concede
pique raid unequivocal ammunition cower
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43. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Harriet Tubmane 1.
Born a slave inn Maryland around the year 1815, Harriet Tubman was 2.
forcd to work as a field hand by her cruel plantation overseer. In 1849, 3.
Tubman fled the plantation, leaveng behind her husband, her parents, 4.
and hir brothers and sisters. Tubman was driven by her belief that all 5.
African Americans should be free. Her unecuivocal dedication to this 6.
cause never wavered. Riskeng her life as well as her freedom, she 7.
returned too the South no fewer than 19 times to lead her family and 8.
hundreds of othre slaves to freedom. Tubman guided the escaping 9.
slaves north along the Underground Ralroad, a secret organization that 10.
aided the escape of slavese to Canada. None of the fugitives Harriet 11.
Tubman led to safety waz ever captured. All the while, Tubman herself 12.
was pursued by bounty hunters who sought tha 40 thousand dollars 13.
offired for her capture. 14.
Tubman latar helped John Brown when he planned his attack on 15.
Harpir's Ferry in 1858. She provided valuable information that helped 16.
him carry out his raid. She even planned to participate in tha raid but 17.
was ill at tha time. When the Civil War broke out three years later, 18.
Tubman assisted the Union Arme as a nurse and served as both a scout 19.
and an spy. Her knowledge of the land, her experience at secret travel, 20.
and her ability to blend easily into groups of people allowed her to carre 21.
out her duties without being spotted. She was sow important to the Union 22.
Army, in fact, that she was a leader off a corps of local blacks who 23.
ventured into rebel territory too gather information. Because she was 24.
privy to information on the location of warehouses and ammunision 25.
depots, she was able to provide vital infermation to Union 26.
commanders. Her infermation helped Colonel James Montgomery make 27.
several expeditions into southern areas to destroy supplees. 28.
After the war, Tubmat returned to New York, where, while caring for her 29.
own family, she helped escaped and newlee freed blacks begin their lives. 30.
She earned money by giving speeches and selling copies of hir 31.
biography. Ib 1896, she was the oldest member present for the 32.
organizational meeting off the National Association of Colored Women. 33.
Called "the Moses of her people," Tubman came to pirsonify the 34.
strength and determination that eventually led to the civil rigts 35.
movement off the 1960s. 36.
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ACROSS
3. An ______ is an organized journey that is made for 

a particular purpose such as exploration.
4. If you ______, you bend forward and downwards 

because you are very frightened.
7. ______ is bullets and rockets that are made to be 

fired from guns.

DOWN
1. If you ______ somewhere, you go somewhere that 

might be dangerous.
2. If you say that something is ______, you mean that 

it is necessary or very important.
4. If you ______ something, you admit, often 

unwillingly, that it is true or correct.
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10. If you describe something as ______, you mean 
that it is suitable for a king or queen, because it is 
very impressive or beautiful.

11. If you ______, you think about something carefully, 
especially before making a very important decision.

12. If you ______ a person, vehicle, or animal, you 
follow them, usually in order to catch them.

13. If something ______s your interest or curiosity, it 
makes you interested or curious.

15. To ______ something means to burn it slightly.
16. If you are ______ to something secret, you have 

been allowed to know about it.
17. If you describe someone's attitude as ______, you 

mean that it is completely clear and very firm.
18. A ______ animal, person, or action is very fierce 

and violent.

5. Someone who is ______ is afraid that something 
bad may happen.

6. When soldiers ______ a place, they make a 
sudden armed attack against it, with the aim of 
causing damage rather than occupying any of the 
enemy's land.

8. If you say that you are ______, you are 
emphasizing that you are extremely surprised.

9. If you ______, you cannot decide about something 
or you consider changing your mind about 
something.

13. If you say that someone does ______ a particular 
thing or quality, you mean that they seem to be a 
perfect example of that thing, or to have that 
quality to a very large degree.

14. If someone ______s a meeting or conference, they 
arrange for it to take place. You can also say that 
people ______ or that a meeting ______s.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly
spelled word in the space by the question number.

2. c

clear, absolute, definite, certain

a. UNEQUIVOCLE   b. UNEQWIVOCAL   c. UNEQUIVOCAL   d. UNECUIVOCAL

3. c

anxious, concerned, worried, afraid

a. ARPREHENSIVE   b. APREHENSIVE   c. APPREHENSIVE   d. APPRHNSIV

4. b

hesitate, dither, vacillate, be irresolute

a. WHAVER   b. WAVER   c. WAVVER   d. WAVIR

5. d

go, travel, journey, set out

a. VENTUREE   b. VENTUER   c. VNTUR   d. VENTURE

6. c

embody, represent, express, mirror

a. PERSONIFEE   b. PIRSONIFY   c. PERSONIFY   d. PERSONIFE

7. b

astonished, amazed, stunned, overcome

a. FLABBERGASTD   b. FLABBERGASTED   c. FLABBIRGASTED   
d. FLABBERGASTEDE

8. b

follow, track, hunt, chase

a. PURSU   b. PURSUE   c. PORSUE   d. PURSUI

9. c

meet, gather, rally, assemble

a. CONVN   b. CONVENEE   c. CONVENE   d. KONVENE

10. c

essential, important, necessary

a. VETAL   b. VITUL   c. VITAL   d. VITTAL

11. b

cringe, shrink, tremble, crouch

a. COUER   b. COWER   c. KOWER   d. COWIR
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12. a

consider, think, ponder, discuss

a. DELIBERATE   b. DELIBIRATE   c. DELIBEREAT   d. DLIBRAT

13. c

admit, allow, accept, acknowledge

a. CONCEDEE   b. CONCD   c. CONCEDE   d. CANCEDE

14. c

royal, majestic, kingly or queenly, noble

a. REGALL   b. REGGAL   c. REGAL   d. RAGAL

15. c

journey, exploration, mission, voyage

a. EXQEDITION   b. EXPEDISSION   c. EXPEDITION   d. XPEDITION

16. a

steal from, break into, loot, plunder

a. RAID   b. RAD   c. RAIW   d. RAED

17. c

informed of, aware of, in on, wise to

a. PRIVI   b. PRIVEE   c. PRIVY   d. PRIVE

18. d

munitions, rounds, shot, shells

a. AMMUNITTION   b. AMUNITION   c. AMMUNITON   d. AMMUNITION

19. c

A ______ war, argument, or other form of conflict involves a great deal of anger, 
bitterness, and determination.

a. FEROCIUS   b. FEROCIOWS   c. FEROCIOUS   d. FEROSIOUS

20. b

burn, sear, char, roast

a. SCORCHE   b. SCORCH   c. SKORCH   d. SORCH

21. b

arouse, excite, stir, spur

a. PIQU   b. PIQUE   c. PIQUI   d. PICUE

Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. c She ______d the man who had stolen a woman's bag.
a. deliberate   b. personify   c. pursue   d. unequivocal   e. waver

23. c If you describe actions or feelings as ______, you mean that they are intense and 
determined.
a. raid   b. venture   c. ferocious   d. convene   e. cower

24. c to crouch or cringe, as in fear
a. ammunition   b. ferocious   c. cower   d. concede   e. scorch

25. e Some military commanders ______ed over whether to support the coup.
a. flabbergasted   b. pique   c. expedition   d. apprehensive   e. waver

26. b People are afraid to ______ out for fear of sniper attacks.
a. privy   b. venture   c. pursue   d. vital   e. regal

27. b If something ______es or is ______ed, it becomes marked or changes color because it 
is affected by too much heat or by a chemical.
a. ammunition   b. scorch   c. cower   d. raid   e. privy
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28. c If you do something that is ______, you planned or decided to do it beforehand, and so 
it happens on purpose rather than by chance.
a. ferocious   b. vital   c. deliberate   d. unequivocal   e. waver

29. c to excite or arouse
a. flabbergasted   b. convene   c. pique   d. venture   e. regal

30. c He stated ______ly that his forces were ready to go to war.
a. concede   b. expedition   c. unequivocal   d. pursue   e. apprehensive

31. c He had only seven rounds of ______ for the revolver.
a. convene   b. vital   c. ammunition   d. pique   e. personify

32. e If you ______ something to someone, you allow them to have it as a right or privilege.
a. deliberate   b. ammunition   c. venture   d. flabbergasted   e. concede

33. c The guerrillas ______ed banks and destroyed a police barracks and an electricity 
substation.
a. apprehensive   b. cower   c. raid   d. waver   e. scorch

34. a to gather, call together, or summon, esp. for a formal meeting
a. convene   b. personify   c. pique   d. concede   e. ferocious

35. a fearful or anxious
a. apprehensive   b. privy   c. expedition   d. pursue   e. unequivocal

36. e After her release, she was able to give ______ information about her kidnapper.
a. concede   b. raid   c. regal   d. pique   e. vital

37. a of, relating to, or befitting a king or queen; royal
a. regal   b. deliberate   c. expedition   d. ammunition   e. pursue

38. a She seemed to ______ goodness and nobility.
a. personify   b. privy   c. cower   d. raid   e. unequivocal

39. e overcome with astonishment; amazed; astounded
a. ferocious   b. regal   c. convene   d. waver   e. flabbergasted

40. c This is not an exploration or a scientific ______.
a. flabbergasted   b. personify   c. expedition   d. scorch   e. apprehensive

41. d Only three people, including a police officer, will be ______ to the facts.
a. venture   b. raid   c. personify   d. privy   e. vital
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42. Find the hidden words. The words have been placed horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. When you locate a word, draw a circle around it.

pursue convene deliberate privy flabbergasted
vital personify expedition apprehensive regal
venture waver scorch ferocious concede
pique raid unequivocal ammunition cower
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43. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Harriet Tubmane 1. Tubman
Born a slave inn Maryland around the year 1815, Harriet Tubman was 2. in
forcd to work as a field hand by her cruel plantation overseer. In 1849, 3. forced
Tubman fled the plantation, leaveng behind her husband, her parents, 4. leaving
and hir brothers and sisters. Tubman was driven by her belief that all 5. her
African Americans should be free. Her unecuivocal dedication to this 6. unequivocal
cause never wavered. Riskeng her life as well as her freedom, she 7. Risking
returned too the South no fewer than 19 times to lead her family and 8. to
hundreds of othre slaves to freedom. Tubman guided the escaping 9. other
slaves north along the Underground Ralroad, a secret organization that 10. Railroad
aided the escape of slavese to Canada. None of the fugitives Harriet 11. slaves
Tubman led to safety waz ever captured. All the while, Tubman herself 12. was
was pursued by bounty hunters who sought tha 40 thousand dollars 13. the
offired for her capture. 14. offered
Tubman latar helped John Brown when he planned his attack on 15. later
Harpir's Ferry in 1858. She provided valuable information that helped 16. Harper's
him carry out his raid. She even planned to participate in tha raid but 17. the
was ill at tha time. When the Civil War broke out three years later, 18. the
Tubman assisted the Union Arme as a nurse and served as both a scout 19. Army
and an spy. Her knowledge of the land, her experience at secret travel, 20. a
and her ability to blend easily into groups of people allowed her to carre 21. carry
out her duties without being spotted. She was sow important to the Union 22. so
Army, in fact, that she was a leader off a corps of local blacks who 23. of
ventured into rebel territory too gather information. Because she was 24. to
privy to information on the location of warehouses and ammunision 25. ammunition
depots, she was able to provide vital infermation to Union 26. information
commanders. Her infermation helped Colonel James Montgomery make 27. information
several expeditions into southern areas to destroy supplees. 28. supplies
After the war, Tubmat returned to New York, where, while caring for her 29. Tubman
own family, she helped escaped and newlee freed blacks begin their lives. 30. newly
She earned money by giving speeches and selling copies of hir 31. her
biography. Ib 1896, she was the oldest member present for the 32. In
organizational meeting off the National Association of Colored Women. 33. of
Called "the Moses of her people," Tubman came to pirsonify the 34. personify
strength and determination that eventually led to the civil rigts 35. rights
movement off the 1960s. 36. of
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